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CORESHEDTM RELEASES MAJOR UPGRADE  
TO ITS ONLINE VIRTUAL CORE LIBRARY 

On September 6th, Coreshed is scheduled to release a major upgrade to its online virtual drill core 
management system located at www.coreshed.com. This upgrade, which has been in use in beta 
form by selected customers over the last few months, will automatically be available to users when 
they next login following the upgrade. 

The upgraded Coreshed incorporates a redesigned dashboard featuring new map based capabilities, 
enhanced project and drill hole management features and core inventory functions which form part 
of Coreshed’s roadmap to integrate physical core storage and the virtual core library. 

The upgrade also includes an advanced drill hole visualisation system delivering both improved 
speed and usability. Image panels may be easily added, re-ordered and panel contents selected from 
product lists that are sorted into logical categories such as photographic, geotechnical, and 
mineralogical product sets.  The visualisation system allows images and numerical products to be 
compared in strip log form while efficiently navigating around the drill hole. 

The new Coreshed retains compatibility with acQuire NEO and the company expects to further 
release interfaces with other geological logging and modelling software over the coming year. 

Coreshed‘s Chief Technology Officer, Wilson Waters commented, "These latest changes are a 
continuation of our vision to bring the core shed directly to the geologist's desktop." 

A presentation detailing the new features is being sent by email to all Coreshed users in advance of 
the update. 

ABOUT CORESHED 

Coreshed provides virtual storage, visualisation and inventory management of drill core and other 
geological samples.  The secure online service provides company wide, web based access to the core 
shed, serving image products such as core photographs and mineral maps, through an advanced 
visualisation system, or served directly through third party geological mapping and modelling 
software. 
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